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Abstract:  

In this paper, we consider a joint beam forming, power, and channel allocation by using genetic algorithm and simulat ion annealing 

algorithm in a mult iple input multip le outputs cognitive radio networks. In this system, primary users’ spectrum can be reused by the 

secondary user transmitters  to maximize the spectrum utilization while the intra-user interference is min imized by implementing beam 

forming at each SU-TX. After Formulate process on Cognitive Radio Network, We implement beam forming structure on SVD using 

receiver part of analysis. In results we discuss about the hybrid GA and SA based algorithm which is used to avoid the drawbacks of 

genetic and simulation annealing based algorithms on MIMO systems   
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

COGNITIVE radio (CR), built on software-defined radio, has 

been proposed as a means to improve the utilization of wireless 

spectrum resources. Spectrum sensing is a core technology 

upon which the entire operation of cognitive radio rests. It 

enables unlicensed users (also referred to as secondary users or 

cognitive users) to communicate with each other over licensed 

bands by detecting spectrum holes. In spectrum sensing, there 

are three broad categories of signal processing approaches: 

energy detection, matched filter detection, and feature 

detection. As has been discussed in , the energy detection 

cannot differentiate signal types, which, however, has the 

advantage of simple implementation. Although the matched 

filter is an optimal detector in stationary Gaussian noise 

scenarios, it requires prior informat ion of the primary user 

signal. As an alternative, the feature detector can differentiate 

the modulated signal from the interference and additive noise, 

which, however, comes at the expense of high computat ional 

complexit ies since it requires an ext ra train ing process to 

extract significant features. In current OFDM systems, only a 

single user can transmit on all of the subcarriers at any given 

time, and time division or frequency division mult iple access is 

employed to support multiple users. The major setback to this 

static multip le access scheme is the fact that the different users 

see the wireless channel differently is not being utilized. 

OFDMA, on the other hand, allows multip le users to transmit 

simultaneously on the different subcarriers per OFDM symbol. 

Since the probability that all users experience a deep fade in  a 

particular subcarrier is very low, it can be assured that 

subcarriers are assigned to the users who see good channel 

gains on them.  Recently using fixed relays in cellu lar systems 

has received significant interest. Fixed  relays are low cost and 

low transmit power elements that receive and forward data 

from the base station to the users via wireless channels, and 

vice versa. Using fixed re lays boosts coverage in cellular 

networks when carefully placed at  The cell edge or in regions 

with significant shadowing. Because they implement a subset 

of base station functions, fixed relays are a low cost and low 

complexity solution to meet the requirement of high data rate 

communicat ion far from the base station at the cell edge The 

general relay channel, where relays are used to help send data 

from a source to a destination, has been studied in [4]–[9]. 

Though the information theoretic capacity of the relay channel 

remains unknown, several results on capacity bounds are 

available [5]–[10]. Practical aspects of relaying strategies are 

addressed [11]–[13]. Prior work mainly focuses on point-to-

point transmission via relays, often considering the mobile 

relay. Unfortunately, it is likely that only a few fixed relays will 

be available in each cell. Consequently, each fixed relay will 

need to support mult iple users. This motivates developing 

point-to-mult ipoint relaying solutions, where the relay fo rwards 

data to and from multip le users. The main challenge in the 

point-to-mult ipoint fixed relay is providing a high capacity link 

between the base station and relay, while at the same time 

providing multiple data links to multip le users. A natural 

solution to this problem is to exp loit the advantages of 

multip le-input mult iple -output (MIMO) communication. It  is 

well known that MIMO communication uses mult iple antennas 

to enhance system capacity and improve resilience against 

fading [14]–[16]. In itial work on MIMO relay channels [8] 

[17], however, deals only with the point-to-point MIMO relay 

channel. The point-to-multipoint case has received less 

attention. In this paper we assume that the base station and 

fixed relay each have mult iple antennas but that the mobile 

users have only a single receive antenna (the latter assumption 

is primarily for simplicity). Used in this way a high-throughput 

MIMO link can be employed between the base station and 

fixed relay, then the MIMO broadcast channel/MAC channel 

can be used to deliver the data to/from multip le users. 

 

II.S YSTEM MODEL 

In this section, we elaborate on the system model of the 

multiuser fixed relay system. First we describe the system 

block diagram and main assumptions of the system, and then 

we present the downlink signal model.  
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SISO System: 

The simplest form of radio link can be defined in MIMO terms 

as SISO - Single Input Single Output. This is effectively  a 

standard radio channel - this transmitter operates with one 

antenna as does the receiver. There is  no diversity and no 

additional processing required it is simple. 

 

 
SIMO System: 

The SIMO Single Input Multiple Output is used where the 

transmitter has a single antenna and the receiver has multip le 

antennas. This is also known as receive diversity. It is often 

used to enable a receiver system that receives signals from a 

number of independent sources to combat the effects of fading. 

It has been used for many years with short wave listening / 

receiving stations to combat the effects of ionosphere fading 

and interference.  

 
SIMO has the advantage that it is relat ively easy to implement 

although it does have some disadvantages in that the processing 

is required in the receiver. The use of SIMO may be quite 

acceptable in many applicat ions, but where the receiver is 

located in a mobile device such as a cell phone handset, the 

levels of processing may be limited by size, cost and battery 

drain. 

 

MIS O System: 

MISO is also termed transmit diversity. In this case, the same 

data is transmitted redundantly from the two transmitter 

antennas. The receiver is then able to receive the optimum 

signal which it can then use to receive extract the required data. 

Loss of data is less when compared to SISO system  

 

 
MIMO System: 

Where there is more than one antenna at either end of the radio 

link, this is termed MIMO - Multip le Input Multip le Output. 

MIMO can be used to provide improvements in both channel 

robustness as well as channel throughput.  

 

 

In order to be able to benefit from MIMO fu lly  it is necessary 

to be able to utilize coding on the channels to separate the data 

from the different paths. This requires processing, but provides 

additional channel robustness / data throughput capacity.  

 

Table.1 

 
Comparisons of all systems with different antennas 

 
Fig.1 comparison graph of all systems 

 

MIMO System: 

A channel may be affected by fading and this will impact the 

signal to noise ratio. In turn this will impact the error rate, 

assuming digital data is being transmitted. The principle of 

diversity is to provide the receiver with mult iple versions of the 

same signal. If these can be made to be affected in  different 

ways by the signal path, the probability that they will all be 

affected at the same time is considerably reduced. Accordingly, 

diversity helps to stabilize a link and improves performance, 

reducing error rate. MIMO is effect ively a radio antenna 

technology as it uses mult iple antennas at the transmitter and 

receiver to enable a variety of signal paths to carry the data, 

choosing separate paths for each antenna to enable multip le 

signal paths to be used. One of the core ideas behind MIMO 

wireless systems space-time signal processing in which time 

(the natural dimension of digital communication data) is 

complemented with the spatial dimension inherent in the use of 

multip le spatially distributed antennas, i.e. the use of multip le 

antennas located at different points. 

                     
Fig 2: MIMO-Relay Path Process 

Accordingly MIMO wireless systems can be viewed as a 

logical extension to the smart antennas that have been used for 

many years to improve wireless. It is found between a 

transmitter and a receiver; the signal can take many paths. 

Additionally by moving the antennas even a small d istance the 

paths used will change. The variety of paths available occurs as 

a result of the number of objects that appear to the side or even 

in the direct path between the transmitter and receiver. 

Previously these multip le paths only served to introduce 

interference. By using MIMO, these additional paths can be 
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used as advantage they can be used to provide additional 

robustness to the radio link by improving the signal to noise 

ratio, or by increasing the link data capacity. 

 

Beam Forming Analysis: 

In this paper, we also consider the joint source-relay beam 

forming design for the three-node MIMO DF relay network 

with source-destination direct link. We assume that both the 

source and relay nodes are equipped with multip le antennas 

while the destination node is only deployed with single 

antenna. Such a transmission scenario is readily applicable to 

the downlink transmission of a relay-enhanced cellular system 

where the base-station and the relay can accommodate multip le 

antennas but the mobile user equipment can only affo rd a 

single antenna due to size or other constraints. Note that 

downlink trans mission to resource-limited mobile terminals 

limits the overall performance of cellu lar systems. 

As such, our design aims to fully exp lore the special diversity 

advantage of MIMO DF relay channel to enhance system 

throughput to the destination node. Unlike complex numerical 

solutions, we strive to derive the explicit expressions for the 

optimal beam forming design for our concerned model. 

Specifically, we identify several unique properties of the 

optimal solutions through mathemat ical derivation, based on 

which we develop a systematic approach to arrive at the 

optimal beam forming vectors for the source and relay nodes 

for different system configurations. We would like to stress that 

deriving the explicit expressions of the optimal beam forming 

design for our concerned model with single-antenna destination 

node is by no means trivial. This is because the MIMO channel 

between the source and the relay nodes and the multip le-input 

multip le-output (MISO) channel between the source and the 

destination nodes have to be jointly considered and balanced. 

In addition, our explicit solutions, which cannot be otherwise 

obtained as the special cases of previous work, offer interesting 

new insight to the design of MIMO DF beam forming.  

 

III. Power and Channel Allocation process  

Joint Beam Forming Power and Channel Allocation on 

Cognitive Radio Network with MIMO-OFDM using Genetic 

Algorithm and Simulat ion Annealing Based Algorithm 

A. Genetic Algorithm 

GA is a searching algorithm, which can be applied to find out 

near optimal solution to an optimizat ion problem without the 

knowledge of the objective function’s derivatives or any 

gradient related information. The key idea of GA is to first 

select a set of feasible values for the decision variables and then 

design new solutions based on the previous set to improve the 

objective function [35]. Different from standard GA, in this 

thesis, we define a K N matrix as a chromosome instead of a 

single string chromosome as in [24], where the K
th

 row and nth 

column entry of the chromosome indicates whether the nth 

channel is allocated to the K
th

  SU-TX or not. In fact, a 

chromosome describes one realizat ion of channel allocation.  

 
                     Fig 3. Structure of chromosome 

 

Algorithm Steps of BPCA-GA MIMO  

1. Init ialization: Given K, N, ф, ν, ρ and Gmax 

2. Start: randomly pick ν channel realizations from ф to define 

the initial generation ф
 (0) 
ф

 (0)  ф 

3. Fitness: find R
 (i) 
(W, ф)   R

(0)
 for each chromosome within 

the set ф
(0)

  

4. Set g=0 

5. While g < Gmax 

6. If g=0 then 

7. G
 (0) =

 ф 
(0)

 the set of corresponding rates are R(0) 

8. Else 

9. Fitness: find R
 (g)

 ←R
(i)

(W, ф),   cromosome i   
G(g) 

10. End if 

11. [R
 (g)

 sorted, G
 (g)

 sorted]← sort (R
(g)

, G
(g)
,’Descending’) 

12.[R
(g)

best, G
(g)

best]←select(R
(g)

sorted, G
(g)

sorted ,‘Best’) 

13. [R
 (g)

 worst, G
 (g)

worst]←select(R
(g)

sorted, G
(g)

sorted, ‘worst’) 

14.[R
 (g)

lukies]←(R
(g)

best − R
(g)

worst) 

15.[G
(g)

lukies]←(G
(g)

best − G
(g)

worst) 

16. for c = 1:(ν - ρ) 

17. P1←select (G
 (g)

 best,1,’Random’) 

18. P2←select (G
(g)

lukies, 1, ‘Random’) 

19.[TempCH1, TempCH2]←crossover(P1,P2)  

20.[CH1,CH2]←Mutation(TempCH1, TempCH2)  

21.[G
(g)

child]←[CH1,CH2] 

22.end for 

23.G
(g+1)

←{G
(g)

best + G
(g)

child} 

24.g ← g+1 

25.end while 

Initially ν chromosomes are randomly selected from ф called 

the initial generation ф
(0)

 we define R
(i)
(W, ф), the sum-rates 

achieved for chromosomes i, as the fitness function for GA. 

Then the chromosomes in ф
(0)

 can be ordered with the 

descending order of their sum-rates. From the sorted 

chromosomes list G
(g)

sorted the first ρ chromosomes are selected 

and put into the set G
(g)

best while the last ρ chromosomes are 

removed and inserted into the set G
(g)

worst at the g
th 

generation. 

The set of remaining chromosomes G
(g)

lukies is named as lukies 

Next, a new generation of chromosomes is formed. The new 

generation consists of the set G
(g)

best and G
(g)

lukies through 

children generation process (CGP) CGP consists of two major 

operations called mutation and crossover the details are 

explained as follows  

1. At first, two chromosomes P1 and P2 are randomly 

selected from sets G
(g)

best and G
(g)

lukies, respectively 

2. P1 and P2 are called parents  

3. Next, the cross-over operation is initiated between the 

two selected parents to generate the two selected 

parents to generate two new children called TempCH1 

and TempCH2. Here we use the single point crossover 

technique as an example  

4. And then we perform mutation operation 

 

B. Simulation Annealing Based Algorithm on MIMO 

Systems 

The complexity of GA mainly  depends on the values of ν and 

ρ. Since these two parameters also decide the accuracy and the 

convergence of GA, sufficiently large values of ν and ρ have to 

be set which causes high computational complexity for GA in 

order to further reduce the complexity a new channel algorithm 

based on SA is introduced 

 

Algorithm Steps of BPCA-SA On MIMO  

1. Init ialize: Given K, N, ф, cooling-rate and Smax 

 

2. Set l=0 
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3. Start: Initialize channel allocation X0 , X0    ф and compute 

R(X0) 

 

4. While l < Smax 

 

5. Generate new channel allocation   l   from X0,   l   ф 

 

6. Calculate sum-rates, R(  l) 

 

7. ∆R= R (  l) – R(X0) 

 

8. If l=0 then 

 

9. Compute T0 

 

10. End if 

 

11. If ∆R ≥ 0 then 

 

12. X0←   l and R(X0) ← R (  l) 

 

13. Else if exp (∆R/Tl) > random [0, 1] then 

 

14. X0←   l and R(X0) ← R (  l) 

 

15. End if 

 

16. Update Tl+1=cooling-rate*Tl 

 

17.l←l+1 

 

18. End while 

 

Let ф = {X1, X2,……XL} denotes  the feasible set of all 

channel allocations available with K SU pairs and N PU 

channels where a K×N matrix XL L=1,2 ….L=(N+1)
K 

, 

indicates a certain channel allocation with binary entries and a 

row sum i.e.    
   

n
k ≤1. Then the optimization problem for X 

can be equivalently expressed as 

 

 X* = rag        ф            (1) 

 

Where R (Xl) indicates the sum-rate associated with Xl. The 

SA-based algorithm uses neighborhood searching to determine 

a suboptimal solution. At the initial state, we set the iteration 

index l = 0 and randomly pick a channel allocation X0 from ф. 

Using X0 a new neighbor channel allocation i.,e X0   ф is 

formed by swapping randomly selected row of X0 with an entry 

in A, which denotes the set of all feasib le combinations of 

channel allocation to a single user. Given X0 and   0 we compute 

the corresponding sum-rates which are denoted as R(X0) and 

R(  0) respectively. The acceptance rule at the l
th

 iteration can 

be formulated as 

 

P{Accept,   l } =   1       if R(  l) ≥ R(X0) 

 

                 Exp(∆R/Tl)     if R(  l) < R(X0) 

 

Where ∆R = R(  l) − R(X0) 

 

It implies that a candidate neighbor channel allocation i,e   l  is 

accepted with the probability of one if it sum-rate is greater 

than that of the current channel allocation or Exp(∆R/T l) if the 

new neighbor channel allocation has a smaller achievable sum-

rate than the current allocation if accepted, we replace X0 by   l  

and update the value of the control parameter fo r the next 

iteration as Tl+1=cooling-rate*Tl   

 

Results of GA and S A in MIMO Systems 

 
       fig 4. Comparison graph of MIMO GA and SA  

 

By implementing GA and SA in MIMO systems we cannot get 

desired sum-rates because GA is effects to temperature 

coefficients and it’s computational complexity also high 

because of computational complexity  there will be performance 

degradation and more power consumption in SA also we 

cannot get best achievable sum-rates because of undesired 

swapping’s at high temperature so in order to avoid these 

problems in MIMO GA and SA we are introducing hybrid GA 

and SA  

 

Hybrid BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA 

1. Init ialization: Given K, N, ф, ν, ρ and Gmax,, Smax, cooling-

rate,L, X0 and   l 

2. Start: randomly pick ν channel realizations from ф to define 

the initial generation ф
(0) 

 ф
(0) ф 

3. Fitness: find R
 (i) 
(W, ф)   R

(0)
 for each chromosome within 

the set ф
(0)

  

4. Set g=0, L=0 

5. While g < Gmax 

6. If g=0 then 

7. G
 (0) =

 ф 
(0)

 the set of corresponding rates are R(0) 

8. Else 

9. Fitness: find R
 (g)

 ←R
(i)
(W, ф),   cromosome i   

G(g) 

10. End if 

11.[R
(g)

sorted, G
(g)

sorted]← sort (R
(g)

, G
(g)
,’Descending’) 

12.[R
(g)

best, G
(g)

best]←select(R
(g)

sorted, G
(g)

sorted ,‘Best’) 

13. [R
(g)

worst, G
(g)

worst]←select(R
(g)

sorted, G
(g)

sorted, ‘worst’) 

14.[R
(g)

lukies]←(R
(g)

best − R
(g)

worst) 

15.[G
(g)

lukies]←(G
(g)

best − G
(g)

worst) 

16. For c = 1 :(ν - ρ) 

17. P1←select (G
 (g)

best,1,’Random’) 

18. P2←select (G
(g)

lukies, 1, ‘Random’) 

19.[TempCH1, TempCH2]←crossover(P1,P2)  

20.[CH1,CH2]←Mutation(TempCH1, TempCH2)  

21.[G
(g)

child]←[CH1,CH2] 

22. end for 

23.X0← G
(g)

child 
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24. While l < Smax 

25. Generate new channel allocation   l   from X0,   l   ф 

26. Calculate sum-rates, R(  l) 

27. ∆R= R(  l) – R(X0) 

28. if l=0 then 

29. Compute T0 

30. End if 

31. If ∆R ≥ 0 then 

32. X0←   l and R(X0) ← R (  l) 

33. Else if exp (∆R/Tl) > random [0,1] then 

34. X0←   l and R(X0) ← R(  l) 

35. End if 

36. Update Tl+1=cooling-rate*Tl 

37. G←g+1 

38. l←l+1 

39. End while 

 

IV. Simulation Environment 

 

Consider a CRN with four PU-TX/PU-RX pairs (i.e. N=4). 

There are five SU-Tax/SU-Rx pairs i.e. k=4 randomly located 

within a square area of 600m×600m. for each SU-Tx its 

associated SU-Rx is randomly  located in a circle centered at the 

SU-Tax with rad ius of 100m.each SU-Tx with j=2 antennas is 

oriented in a UCA configuration having a radius of  =c/fc  

where the carrier freq fc= 950MHZ and speed of the light c = 

3×10
8
 m/s. the transmit power budget Pmax = 40dBm and 

Qn=30dBm,  n ρ .fu rthermore, each PU-Rx has an 

interference threshold I
n

th n ρ of-50dbm and each SU-Rx’s 

minimum QoS threshold гkK S is 9dB PL = ( /4 d)
2
. A 

small generation size tends to end up with a local optimal value 

ф =         in  determin ing ν. Set and ν as the ceiling 

integer of        accordingly we let ρ be the ceiling integer 

of   . Stopping criteria of SA algorithm is based on maximum 

no.of iteration Smax we define Smax as the no. of iteration after 

which a g iven min imum temperature level.i.,e T last =0.3×T0. 

can be reached. thus Smax can be calculated based on the 

equation Tlast = (cooling-rate)
Smax

×T0.where the cooling-rate is a 

constant 0.99 

 

V. Results and Explanations: 

 

Graph and table between transmit power and capacity is given 

below from this graph we can calculate capacity upto 200 

iterations from this hybrid BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA analysis 

we can say that channel capacity of this method is best 

compared to other method 

 

Table 2 

 

TRANSMIT POWER 

 

CAPACITY 

                -5         7 

                0        10 

                5        15 

              10        17 

              15        19 

                 20        22 

Channel Capacity Based On Transmit Power 

Results of Hybrid BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA 

 
Fig 5.Comparison graph in between transmit power and 

achievable rate 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION 

This paper implemented for MIMO BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA 

in order to avoid the problem in achievable sum-rate of MISO 

BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA. Increase the capacity of channel by 

using more number of primary users and secondary users  and 

interference is reduced by using beam forming techniques. for 

the extension of MIMO BPCA-GA and BPCA-SA new 

algorithm is introduced that is hybrid MIMO BPCA-GA and 

BPCA-SA this algorithm is combination of both algorithms GA 

and SA which will g ive better performance than MIMO BPCA-

GA and MIMO BPCA-SA  
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